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We use a Langevin approach to treat the finite temperature dynamics of displacement variables in the half-
filled spinless Holstein model. Working in the adiabatic regime we exploit the smallness of the adiabatic pa-
rameter to simplify the memory effects and estimate displacement costs from an “instantaneous” electronic
Hamiltonian. We use a phenomenological damping rate, and uncorrelated thermal noise. The low temperature
state has checkerboard charge order (CO) and the Langevin scheme generates equilibrium thermodynamic prop-
erties that accurately match Monte Carlo results. It additionally yields the dynamical structure factor, D(q, ω),
from the displacement field x(r, t). We observe four regimes with increasing temperature, T , classified in rela-
tion to the charge ordering temperature, Tc, and the ‘polaron formation’ temperature TP , with Tc  TP . For
T  Tc the oscillations are harmonic, leading to dispersive phonons, with increasing T bringing in anharmonic,
momentum dependent, corrections. For T ∼ Tc, thermal tunneling events of the x(r) field occur, with a prop-
agating ‘domain’ pattern at wavevector q ∼ (pi, pi) and low energy weight in D(q, ω). When Tc < T < TP ,
the disordered polaron regime, domain structures vanish, the dispersion narrows, and low energy weight is lost.
For T >∼ TP we essentially have uncorrelated local oscillations. We propose simple models to analyse this rich
dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Apart from its ubiquitous effect on electronic resistivity1,
electron-phonon (EP) interaction leads to collective states like
superconductivity2 and charge or orbital order3. While the
physics at weak EP coupling is perturbative, strong EP cou-
pling leads to the formation of an electron-phonon bound state
- a small polaron4. Residual interaction among the polarons
can lead to long range order, but signatures of a polaronic state
survive well above any ordering temperature. Experiments on
several materials6,7 over the last couple of decades have estab-
lished this.
Experiments probe strong coupling EP physics at various
levels. The static structural properties that result from EP cou-
pling, including charge ordering, have been characterised in
detail8–10. The dynamical structure factor associated with lat-
tice fluctuations can be directly probed via inelastic neutron
scattering (INS)11. The dynamics of the large amplitude lat-
tice displacements feed back on the electron system leading to
unusual spectral signatures observable through angle resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Such data is already
available in the manganites12. Beyond equilibrium, several
studies have probed the response of EP systems to intense
radiation, via ‘pump-probe’ experiments13, exploring the ex-
change of energy between the electron and phonon subsys-
tems and the approach to equilibrium. While static structural
properties are well understood, dynamical properties and the
physics out of equilibrium remain sparsely explored. Our fo-
cus in this paper is on the dynamics at equilibrium.
At weak EP coupling the lattice dynamics is affected via
the electronic polarizability - modifying the dispersion and
causing damping - and the band susceptibility adequately de-
scribes phonon properties14 over a reasonable temperature
range. At strong EP coupling, however, when the electronic
state itself is strongly renormalised and temperature depen-
dent, one needs a fully self-consistent treatment of the coupled
electron-phonon problem. Amongst the non perturbative tools
available, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)15 is numerically ex-
act but subject to sign problems, large computation cost, and
difficulty in extracting real frequency information. Dynami-
cal mean field theory (DMFT)16 avoids the size dependence
by exploring a self-consistent impurity problem, but ignores
spatial correlations which are important near the thermal tran-
sition.
There are several puzzling issues that remain only partially
understood in phonon dynamics. These include: (i) the re-
lation between the anomalous softening and broadening of
phonons and short range charge-orbital order17–19, (ii) spatio-
temporal fluctuations near an ordering transition, and (iii) the
relaxation from a ‘non-equilibrium’ initial state, created, for
instance, by intense radiation, to a thermal distribution.
Theoretical studies till now focus either on one dimension
- addressing physics near the Peierls transition20,21 and at di-
lute filling22, or within DMFT23,24. To approach issues (i)-(iii)
above we need a method that (a) handles strong EP coupling,
spatial correlations, and thermal fluctuations, (b) yields real
time dynamics, and, hopefully, (c) handles non equilibrium
situations!
A systematic approach to this problem requires the Keldysh
framework25. We will show in the paper how a tractable
scheme can be derived from the Keldysh starting point by as-
suming smallness of the ‘adiabatic parameter’, i.e, the ratio of
bare phonon and electron energy scales, and a high tempera-
ture approximation for the ‘noise’ that acts on the phonon vari-
ables. With these assumptions, and a microscopically moti-
vated choice of phonon damping, γ, a Langevin equation26–28
can be written for the displacement field. The equation that
emerges has a parallel in classical many body physics, in par-
ticular the study of dynamical critical phenomena29. The ap-
proach has also seen recent use in the study of spin dynamics
in the Hubbard model30.
In this paper we use the Langevin dynamics (LD) approach
to study the half-filled spinless Holstein model in two dimen-
sions and intermediate coupling. Our focus is on the dy-
namical signatures as the temperature is increased through
the charge ordering transition at Tc into the ‘polaron liquid’
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phase. The charge order (CO) is at wavevector Q = (pi, pi).
We benchmarked the LD based charge ordering results against
Monte Carlo (MC) and found excellent agreement. We focus
on the dynamical structure factors,Dnn(q, ω) andDxx(q, ω),
which are respectively the Fourier transforms of the correla-
tion function 〈nr(t)nr′(t′)〉 and 〈xr(t)xr′(t′)〉, nr being the
electron density and xr the phonon displacement. Most of
our results show Dxx(q, ω) which we directly compute as
|X(q, ω)|2, whereX(q, ω) is the Fourier transform of the dis-
placement field x(r, t). We measure time in units of τ0, the
bare oscillation period for the local phonons. Our key results
are the following:
1. For T  Tc we observe dispersive phonons with fre-
quency ωq that can be understood within a harmonic
nearest neighbour model. The damping Γq is dictated
by γ and is momentum independent. Increasing T leads
to anharmonic signatures - q dependent softening of ωq
and increase of Γq. Both changes, δωq and δΓq, are
proportional to T to leading order.
2. As T approaches Tc we observe three effects - (a) oc-
casional large displacements at some site, with a quick
reversal to the original state, (b) near Tc, a spatially cor-
related oscillatory pattern of large displacements mim-
icking ‘domain growth’, and (c) oscillations with large
period, >∼ 100τ0, generate huge low energy weight in
D(q ∼ Q, ω), leading to a dramatic softening of the
dispersion and reduction of the damping.
3. In the polaron liquid phase, Tc < T < TP , short range
correlated polaronic distortions persist (over a window
upto ∼ 10Tc in our case). As regards spectral quan-
tities, the low energy feature for q ∼ Q is gradually
lost and the dispersion tightens. We also see a quick
reduction in phonon linewidths. The dispersion is un-
detectable for T >∼ 10Tc ∼ TP .
II. MODEL AND METHOD
A. Hamiltonian and parameter space
We study the single band, spinless, Holstein model on a 2D
square lattice:
H =
∑
ij
(tij − µδij)c†i cj +
∑
i
(
p2i
2M
+
1
2
Kx2i )− g
∑
i
nixi
(1)
Here, tij’s are the hopping amplitudes. We study a nearest
neighbour model with t = 1 at n = 0.5 (half-filling). K
and M are the stiffness constant and mass, respectively, of
the optical phonons, and g is the electron-phonon coupling
constant. We set K = 1. In this paper, we report studies
for Ω =
√
K/M = 0.1, which is a reasonable value for real
materials. We focus on a fixed, intermediate coupling value
g = 2.0. The chemical potential µ is set so that n = 0.5.
B. Keldysh to Langevin
The Holstein problem can be set up in the Keldysh lan-
guage in terms of coherent state fields corresponding to xi
and ci operators, with their full space-time dependence re-
tained. We will indicate how a Langevin-like equation of mo-
tion can be obtained from the Keldysh action in the adiabatic
limit. Physically, taking this limit corresponds to a “small x˙”
approximation- namely the velocity of this field is assumed to
be much smaller than Fermi velocity. We outline this below.
The partition function for the xi ‘oscillators’ can be written
as-
Zosc =
∫
Dxi,fDxi,re
i(S0+S1) (2)
Here xi,f and xi,r are lattice displacement fields along for-
ward and return contours respectively. The expressions for S0
and S1 are-
S0 =
1
2
∫
dt[
∑
i
(Mx¨i,f +Kxi,f )xi,f − (Mx¨i,r +Kxi,r)xi,r]
S1 = iT r(log([G−1]ij(t, t′)) (3)
where G is the matrix electron Green’s function (with N ×
N dimension in real space and 2 × 2 in Keldysh space) in
a time fluctuating (xi,f , xi,r) ‘background’. To facilitate the
derivation, one can transform to new ‘classical’ and ‘quantum’
variables
xi,cl =
xi,f + xi,r
2
, xi,q = xi,f − xi,r
The next important step is to assume the characteristic oscilla-
tor frequency Ω to be much smaller than the electronic energy
scales (nominally the hopping t in our model). In this situ-
ation, one can perturbatively expand S1 in powers of xi,q(t)
while retaining xi,cl(t) non-perturbatively in the theory. The
parameter that controls the expansion26 is Ω/t. Physically, the
expansion in powers of xi,q(t) means we’re adopting a semi-
classical picture. Expanding up to linear order gives classical
deterministic phonon dynamics. The quadratic term carries
the effect of an added noise. This is done following the lines
of Ref.26.
The look of the effective action for the oscillators now is-
Seff = S0 + [G
K
cl ]ii(t, t)xi,q(t) + [Π
K
cl ]ij(t, t
′)xi,q(t)xj,q(t′)
where [GKcl ] is the Keldysh component of electron Green’s
function G computed setting xi,q = 0. The quantity [ΠKcl ] is
the Keldysh component of electronic polarizability for xi,q =
0, related to the Green’s functions by the relation-
ΠKij (t, t
′) = GRij(t, t
′)GAji(t
′, t)+(R↔ A)+GKij (t, t′)GKji(t′, t)
GR and GA being retarded and advanced components of G.
The coefficients of the linear and quadratic terms in xi,q(t)
are thus determined through computing electronic correlation
functions in an ‘arbitrary’ xi,cl(t) background. This calcula-
tion can be simplified by expanding the ‘trajectories’ xi,cl(t)
around a reference time t0 in powers of the velocity x˙i,cl. The
velocity independent term is interpreted in terms of a force ex-
erted by an instantaneous effective Hamiltonian. The linear in
x˙i.cl term gives rise to ‘damping’ with a frequency dependent
kernel.
The next stage of approximation concerns the frequency de-
pendence of the Keldysh component of electronic polarizabil-
ity ΠKij (ω). At equilibrium, the frequency dependence of this
quantity can be factored according to fluctuation-dissipation
theorem25 as-
ΠKij (ω) = coth(
ω
2kBT
)(ΠRij(ω)−ΠAij(ω)) (4)
where ΠRij and Π
A
ij are the retarded and advanced components
of the polarizability respectively. These are defined as-
Π
R/A
ij (t, t
′) = GR/Aij (t, t
′)GKji(t
′, t) + (R/A↔ K) (5)
Next, we make the high temperature (kBT  ω) approx-
imation on the RHS. The hyperbolic cotangent gives a factor
of (2kBT/ω), and the low frequency spectral part of Π con-
tributes γω, where γ = Im(Π
R(ω))
ω and we’ve neglected the
spatial dependence of the polarizability.
If one carefully carries out the evaluation of the linear in ve-
locity (x˙i,cl) term, the coefficient comes out to be the the spec-
tral part of the polarizability Im(ΠRij(ω)). Again neglecting
spatial dependences here and taking the low-frequency limit,
the term simplifies to γω and becomes the usual non-retarded
Langevin damping coefficient.
Finally, one decouples the quadratic term in xi,q(t) through
a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation introducing a ‘noise’
field ξi(t) and then integrates over xi,q(t) in the partition func-
tion to obtain an ‘equation of motion’25 for xi,cl(t). This leads
to our dynamical equation, below.
C. Effective equation
The dynamical equation which we solve for the phonon
field is the following-
Mx¨i(t) = − γx˙i(t)−Kxi(t)− ∂〈Hel{x}〉
∂xi
+ ξi(t)
Hel =
∑
ij
(tij − µδij)c†i cj − g
∑
i
nixi
∂〈Hel{x}〉
∂xi
= − gn¯i(t)
n¯i(t) =
∑
n(t)
|Uin(t)|2nf (n(t)) (6)
where Uin(t) are site amplitudes of the instantaneous eigen-
vectors of H (as in Eq.1) for a given xi(t) configuration and
n(t) are the corresponding eigenvalues. nf (n(t)) denotes
Fermi factors needed to calculate the instantaneous density
field. Note that the spatial correlations in this arise only via
the dependence of the density n¯i on the field {xi}.
The first term describes damping, second and third are ef-
fective forces and the last one is the noise field, which is spec-
ified by the conditions-
〈ξi(t)〉 = 0
〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2γkBTδijδ(t− t′)
The unit of time is taken to be the inverse of the bare oscillator
frequency τ0 = 2pi/Ω. For most of our simulations, we chose
γ = 1.0t, which sets the damping timescale to 2M/γ = 3τ0.
The imaginary part of the retarded polarizability ImΠR(q, ω)
is gapped at low T in the present model. At intermediate tem-
peratures, it picks up a low energy contribution proportional to
ω. The microscopic estimate of γ, based on ImΠR, is smaller
and also T dependent. To minimise parameter variation and
ensure reasonably rapid equilibriation we have set γ = 1.
We integrate the equation numerically using the well-
known Euler-Maruyama method. The time discretization for
most calculations was set to ∆t = 1.6×10−4τ0. We typically
ran the simulations for∼ 107 steps, ensuring a time span of al-
most a few hundred times the equilibration time. This ensured
enough frequency points to analyze the power spectrum.
D. Indicators
We quantify the equal-time and dynamical properties
through several indicators. We first define some timescales.
We set an ‘equilibriation time’ τeq = 100τ0 before saving data
for the power spectrum. The outer timescale, τmax ∼ 10τeq .
The ‘measurement time’ τmeas = τmax−τeq , and the number
of sites is N . We calculate the following:
1. Dynamical structure factor, D(q, ω) = |X(q, ω)|2,
where
X(q, ω) =
∑
ij
∫ τmax
τeq
dteiq.(ri−rj)eiω(t−t
′)x(ri, t)x(rj , t
′)
2. The instantaneous structure factor
S(q, t) =
1
N2
∑
ij
eiq.(ri−rj)x(ri, t)x(rj , t)
The instantaneous ‘order parameter’ is S(Q, t), and the
time averaged structure factor is
S¯(q) =
1
τmeas
∫ τmax
τeq
dteiωtS(q, t)
3. The distribution of distortions:
P (x) =
1
Nτmeas
∑
i
∫ τmax
τeq
dtδ(x− xi(t))
4. Dispersion ωq and damping Γq:
ωq =
∫ ωmax
0
dωωD(q, ω)
Γ2q =
∫ ∞
0
dω(ω − ωq)2D(q, ω)
While calculating moments, we’ve normalized by
((g/K)−2), to ensure dimensional consistency.
5. We show spatial maps for the overlap of xi(t) with a
perfect CO with alternating distortions 0 and g/K.
III. BENCHMARKING WITH MONTE CARLO
In this section we compare the CO order parameter and
the distribution, P (x), of lattice deformations, obtained via
Langevin dynamics and via Monte Carlo simulation.
A. Order parameter
Fig.1 compares S(pi, pi) from Langevin dynamics for vari-
ous γ values with that from MC annealing (red open circles).
The agreement is excellent at γ = 1, and generally good at
the other γ as well. The transition temperature Tc ∼ 0.12t is
inferred from the onset of rise in both curves. The transition
is in the Ising class, however there’s a quantitative reduction
of structure factor in the low T regime due to the continuous
nature of the xi variable, absent in the Ising model. The de-
pendence on γ is weak, but higher γ generally leads to better
correspondence with equilibrium MC results.
B. P (x) distributions
In Fig.2 we show the P (x) obtained from a Monte Carlo
calculation, compared to results from LD at γ = 1. The dy-
namical method gives histograms quantitatively comparable
to the MC results. We plot the distributions at four tempera-
tures - 0, 0.5Tc, Tc, 2Tc. The solid lines are the Langevin
data whereas open circles depict results from MC annealing.
The agreement suggests that the two methods should predict
the same ‘equal-time’ properties in equilibrium.
IV. REAL TIME DYNAMICS
We classify our results into four thermal regimes: (a) low
temperature, T <∼ 0.6Tc, where the dynamics is harmonic or
mildly anharmonic, (b) the ‘critical’ window, 0.6Tc <∼ T <∼
1.5Tc, where thermal tunneling events dominate, (c) the ‘po-
laron liquid’ phase, 1.5Tc <∼ T <∼ 10Tc ∼ TP , where the dis-
tortions and density still have a bimodal character but spatial
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FIG. 1. Comparison of S(pi, pi) computed using Langevin dynamics
(green line) and MC annealing (red open circles).
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FIG. 2. Comparison of displacement distribution P (x) obtained us-
ing Langevin dynamics (solid lines) and MC annealing (open circles)
in various temperature regimes.
correlations are only short range, and (d) the ‘polaron disso-
ciated’ phase, T >∼ TP , where we have essentially indepen-
dent local oscillations. For each of these regimes we typically
show some trajectories for the real space dynamics, time de-
pendence of some Fourier modes, the power spectrum, and
sometimes damping and dispersion scales extracted from the
power spectrum.
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FIG. 3. Top panels: Trajectories of nearest neighbour sites for part
of the full time series. We see harmonic vibrations about equilib-
rium positions in the left figure. The fluctuation window increases
considerably on heating (0.5Tc), featured in the right figure. Bot-
tom panels: Corresponding Fourier mode trajectories at the same
temperatures. The means are subtracted and trajectories shifted by
a constant in the left figure (0.1Tc). The effect of anharmonicity is
to reduce the mean X(pi, pi) and visibly enhance fluctuations in both
(0, 0) and (pi, pi) modes.
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FIG. 4. Top row: False color maps of the power spectrum |X(q, ω)|2 in the low temperature regime. The spectral intensities are plotted with
the momentum trajectory (0, 0)→ (pi, 0)→ (pi, pi)→ (0, 0) along the x-axis. Bottom row: Lineshapes at corresponding temperature points
for three momentum points along the BZ diagonal: (0, 0), (pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi). All power spectra are normalized by kBT .
A. Harmonic and weakly anharmonic regime: T  Tc
1. Real time trajectories
Fig.3 shows the time dependence of phonon variable both in
real and momentum space at T = 0.1Tc and T = 0.5Tc. The
top left panel shows the trajectories xr(t) at nearest neighbour
sites, r = (12, 12)&(13, 12) at T = 0.1Tc, while the top right
panel shows the same at T = 0.5Tc. The 0 < T < 0.6Tc
window roughly defines the ‘low temperature’ regime as we
discuss below. The left panel shows small amplitude vibra-
tions about mean distortions∼ 0 and 2 respectively. The right
panel shows a qualitative increase in fluctuation amplitude,
retaining similar mean values.
The bottom panel depicts trajectories |X(q, t)| at three mo-
menta along the Brillouin Zone (BZ) diagonal. The left panel
is at T = 0.1Tc, the right at T = 0.5Tc. In the left panel we
subtracted the mean values and shifted the curves by a con-
stant (0.1) to aid visualization. The q = (0, 0) and (pi, pi)
modes are seen to fluctuate more compared to (pi/2, pi/2). In
the right panel the mean |X(pi, pi, t)| reduces. Oscillations are
most prominent at (pi, pi).
2. Power spectrum
We turn now to the description of dynamics in terms of
|X(q, ω)|2. The top row of Fig.4 features the results in the
low temperature regime. The maps are color coded in terms
of varying intensity and the X-axis shows a momentum scan
along the trajectory (0, 0) → (pi, 0) → (pi, pi) → (0, 0) in the
2D BZ. We have divided out all |X(q, ω)|2 by kBT .
In the bottom panel, we’ve plotted the lineshapes at three
characteristic momenta ((0, 0), (pi/2, pi/2), (pi, pi) in terms of
their T dependence. Here small changes are observed on in-
creasing temperature as one goes from the harmonic to the
anharmonic regime. The (pi, pi) mode is most sensitive to this
effect, whereas the lineshapes at BZ center don’t respond ap-
preciably.
The asymptotically low temperature regime is understand-
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FIG. 5. Fitting the dispersion b(q) using harmonic functions on the
BZ at the lowest T = 0.1Tc. We find that a nearest neighbour model
is reasonable accurate in describing the dispersion of mode values.
The blue open circles are extracted from the data, green solid line is
the best fit with free parametersKeff and J and the red dashed curve
features RPA result computed using the perfect ordered state at zero
T . The obtained fitting parameters are Keff = 0.78 and J = 0.09,
which denote the effective local stiffness and the nearest neighbour
intersite coupling respectively.
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FIG. 6. Quantifying the effect of anharmonicity. Left:
∆ωmax(q, T ): the difference of peak locations from that at T = 0,
and Right: the linewidth Γq(T ). Results are for three characteristic
momenta- (0, 0), (pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi). We see linear softening of
mode values and an initially linear increase in damping for all mo-
menta. Non-linear corrections take over in the latter as one raises the
temperature.
able in terms of an effective harmonic model. The assump-
tion is that the deviations of displacement fields from the
checkerboard ordered ground state pattern are small. The
most general distortion cost one can write to quadratic order
is: V (2)eff ≈
∑
i,j bij∆xi∆xj , where the ∆xi = xi − x0i , with
x0i being the distortion in the T = 0 CO state. The resulting
Langevin equation is linear in ∆xi, but spatially coupled, and
can be solved by Fourier transformation. The bij can be ob-
tained from an expansion of the ground state energy, bq is its
Fourier transform. The power spectrum that emerges has the
form:
|X(q, ω)|2 = 2γkBT|f(q, ω)|2
f(q, ω) = (−Mω2 + bq + iγω) (7)
The dispersion, found by plotting the peak locations at the
lowest T = 0.1t, has been fitted in Fig.5 to obtain the coeffi-
cients of nearest and next-nearest neighbour contributions in
bq. The fit parameters areKeff = 0.78 and J = 0.09, respec-
tively the local stiffness and the nearest neighbour coupling.
The further neighbour contributions are significantly smaller,
owing to the gap in density of states of the ordered state. The
dispersion compares well with a ‘random phase approxima-
tion’ (RPA) calculation done on the T = 0 CO background,
using the static polarizability, Π(q, ω = 0).
The departure from harmonic behaviour with increasing T
can be motivated by using a cubic term in the energy, be-
low. The energy cost with cubic terms has a form: V (3)eff =∑
ij bij∆xi∆xj+
∑
ijk cijk∆xi∆xj∆xk Fourier transform-
ing the Langevin equation leads to
f(q, ω)X(q, ω) = ξ(q, ω)− α(q, ω)
where α(q, ω) =
∑
q′,ω′ Cq,q′X(q − q′, ω − ω′)X(q′, ω′).
This can be dealt with perturbatively by substituting the
harmonic solution in the nonlinear term. One formulates
the perturbation expansion in terms of the response func-
tion 〈X(q, ω)ξ(−q,−ω)〉. The Fourier transformed variable
X(q, ω) has an expansion in powers of the anharmonic co-
efficient. This has the first non-vanishing correction for the
response function at second order, as odd order correlators of
the noise vanish by symmetry.
Before averaging over the noise variable, one has all kinds
of diagrams for the response function with cubic interaction
vertices and ‘dangling legs’ of the noise. After taking the
noise average, these legs connect up and one family of dia-
grams may be identified as the ‘RPA series’, which has re-
peated ‘bubbles’ arising as corrections to the free propagator.
One can then selectively resum these contributions. The ef-
fective self-energy Σ(q, ω) that emerges has the form:
Σ(q, ω) = 〈
∑
q′,ω′
ξ(q− q′, ω − ω′)ξ(q′, ω′)
f(q− q′, ω − ω′)f(q′, ω′) 〉
where angular brackets denote averaging over the noise vari-
able. This is an O(T ) quantity at this level. The real and
imaginary parts of this corrects the pole location and damping
respectively, with the corrections varying linearly with T for
a fixed q.
Fig.6 indicates that the frequency shift and increase in
broadening indeed have a leading linear T behaviour at low
temperature. The damping features non-linear corrections in
T as one heats up, which arise from ‘stray flips’ (SF) which
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FIG. 7. Top panel: Trajectories of nearest neighbour sites for part of
the full time series. We see ‘resident flips’ first appearing in the left
figure (0.9Tc). The nearest neighbours switch in mean values and
stay for tens of oscillation timescales. Moving to the actual Tc, fea-
tured in the right figure, we see more frequent exchange moves that
ultimately leads to vanishing of S(pi, pi). Bottom panel: Correspond-
ing Fourier mode trajectories at the same temperatures. The mean
values are retained and actual trajectories are shown without shift-
ing, as opposed to the low T figure. We see the special behaviour
of the (pi, pi) mode quite clearly near criticality. Large oscillations
feature in the left figure while a reduction of mean value to near zero
is visible at Tc.
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FIG. 8. Top row: Maps of the power spectrum |X(q, ω)|2 in the vicinity of Tc. The spectral intensities are plotted with the momentum
trajectory (0, 0) → (pi, 0) → (pi, pi) → (0, 0) along the x-axis. Bottom row: Lineshapes at corresponding temperature points for three
momentum points along the BZ diagonal: (0, 0), (pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi). All power spectra are normalized by kBT .
are large, isolated exchange of displacements on the lattice.
The slope of the linear part is of course q dependent and the
nature of this dependence is monotonic along the BZ diaginal.
B. Critical fluctuations: T ∼ Tc
1. Real time trajectories
The trajectories in both real and momentum space for this
regime are shown in Fig.7. The top row depicts nearest neigh-
bour displacement time series. New events show up compared
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FIG. 9. Fits to extract the mean frequencies (ω¯) and standard de-
viations (∆ω) as functions of temperature. The left panel features
mean curves, showing an overall softening trend that’s most promi-
nent at (pi, pi). The right panel features damping rates, where a non-
monotonicity is seen in the thermal behaviour. At Tc, the (pi, pi)
mode is again sharp.
to low T , in the form of ‘exchange moves’ between large
and small distortions. The left figure (T/Tc = 0.9) shows
a clean version of what may be called a ‘resident flip’ (RF),
where the exchanged distortions don’t flip back within a short
(∼ 5− 10τ0) timescale. Moving closer to the actual Tc, their
frequency increases. These events have associated spatial cor-
relations as well, which trigger domain growth and shrinkage,
as discussed later. Ultimately, these lead to destruction of or-
der as a whole.
The bottom row of Fig.7 shows trajectories of different mo-
mentum modes. This time the mean values are shown without
shifts. As before, we observe the benign nature of (0, 0) and
(pi/2, pi/2) modes. The (pi, pi) mode, however, features large
oscillations just before Tc, whose mean value drops rapidly on
approaching criticality. The dynamical event responsible for
this is domain growths, taking place over the full lattice. We
will discuss this later.
2. Power spectrum
Moving to the frequency dependent indicators, far richer
behaviour is seen here compared to low temperatures. The
top row of Fig.8 depicts spectral maps of |X(q, ω)|2. In the
leftmost figure (T = 0.7Tc), a faint tail is seen emerging near
(pi, pi). A more complete weight transfer is observed in the
middle panel (T = 0.8Tc). This originates from ‘exchange
moves’ discussed before in the context of trajectories. They
have an associated timescale that is much larger (∼ 100 times)
than the bare oscillation period.
Low energy spectral weight arises from these moves. If one
tracks the trajectories long enough, these should be present
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FIG. 10. Top panel: Growth of a large domain is shown through taking the actual configurations and subtracting out the prevalent checkerboard
pattern C. Bluish regions indicate perfect order alla C and red regions denote opposite pattern of checkerboard ordering C′. The white areas
are indicative of boundaries between these two patterns. Time is measured in units of τ0, the bare oscillation timescale. Bottom panel: The
instantaneous structure factor S(pi, pi, t) shown across the time interval of domain growth. Dominant order alla C or C′ result in increased
value, while in the middle panel we observe a near zero value due to almost equal size of the two domains.
at even lower T . However, there these events are too rare
to have any appreciable impact on the frequency response of
the system as a whole. Stray flips (SF) start occuring around
0.6Tc, whereas RF’s discussed before only show up around
0.9Tc. The spectrum at criticality (right panel) has a different
dispersive character compared to lower T and is considerably
more broad around (pi, pi).
The lineshapes at three characteristic momenta (0, 0),
(pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi) features in the bottom row of Fig.8.
A gradual spectral weight transfer to lower frequencies is ob-
served in the first two on heating close to Tc, whereas a dra-
matic near-zero frequency weight develops at (pi, pi). The in-
tensity also, even after being divided out by a factor of kBT ,
is ∼ 10 times here at Tc.
In Fig.9, we’ve shown mean frequencies (left panel) and
standard deviations (right panel) across the chosen trajectory
in BZ in this regime. The softening at the BZ boundary is
quite prominent on approaching Tc. The overall branch also
changes its character compared to low T . In the dampings, a
non-monotonic trend is seen, also most prominent at (pi, pi).
The width of the spectrum at this momentum is actually reso-
lution limited, rather than γ limited. Hence, this is an univer-
sal feature, irrespective of microscopic details.
3. Domain dynamics near Tc
The ground state of the present problem is (pi, pi) ordered,
which corresponds to a checkerboard pattern. However, there
exists two energetically degenerate patterns, related to each
other by a Z2 transformation. We call them C and C’. During
the time evolution there are two kinds of forces acting on the
each lattice site. One is the systematic part of the force (gn¯i−
Kxi). This depends on the{xi} configuration at the given
instant. The other is the thermal noise. At zero temperature,
if we create a small defect in the lattice (a small domain of C
in C’ or vice versa), it exterts a force on its neighbours, trying
to convert them into C and hence growing the domain. These
events are rare at low temperature.
At temperatures ∼ 0.5Tc there are considerable amplitude
fluctuations about mean values at different sites. Also, large
kicks cause ‘exchange moves’ or ‘flips’. However, only stray
flips (SF) could be found (the defect stays only for∼ τ0 time).
This happens because at low T the effective potential for two
sites in an otherwise frozen background has one deep min-
imum and one very shallow minimum (separated by g/K).
Hence the difference in distortions can’t settle on a ‘flipped’
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FIG. 11. Left: Trajectories of nearest neighbour sites for part of the
full time series. We see flip moves merging with large amplitude
oscillations. This leads to broad but unimodal power spectra in this
regime. Right: Corresponding Fourier mode trajectories at the same
temperatures. The mean values are retained and actual trajectories
are shown without shifting, as opposed to the low T figure. Both the
(pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi) trajectories oscillate above zero, indicating
loss of spatial correlations in the dynamics.
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FIG. 12. Top row: False color maps of the power spectrum |X(q, ω)|2 in the disordered polaron liquid regime. The spectral intensities are
plotted with the momentum trajectory (0, 0) → (pi, 0) → (pi, pi) → (0, 0) along the x-axis. Bottom row: Lineshapes at corresponding
temperature points for three momentum points along the BZ diagonal: (0, 0), (pi/2, pi/2) and (pi, pi). All power spectra are normalized by
kBT .
value and resident flips (RF, flips that stay for∼ 100τ0) cannot
happen. As temperature increases (∼ 0.8Tc) the amplitude
fluctuations of xi’s increase and SF’s become more frequent.
When an SF creates a defect and its neighborhood has a small
difference in xi’s, the force that the defect exerts on the neigh-
bourhood might be enough to create spatially correlated flips,
causing a growth of the domain.
In Fig.10, we depict a domain growth event as a function of
time from our data at T/Tc = 0.9. The bluish regions depict
‘C’ kind of order, which dominates initially. However, with
increasing time, the opposite pattern C’ tries to grow from
within and the structure factor S(pi, pi, t) decreases as a con-
sequence. In the middle, we see a low structure factor where
two kinds of domains are almost equally present. Later, the
C’ order encompasses the lattice and S(pi, pi, t) grows again.
These ‘domain oscillations’ typically take place over a large
(∼ 500τ0) timescale.
C. Polaron liquid: Tc  T < TP
In this regime long-range order is lost but there are short-
range correlations still prevalent amongst large distortions.
There is no obvious small parameter, or a universal phe-
nomenology as in the critical regime.
1. Real time trajectories
The left panel of Fig.11 features real space trajectories on
nearest neighbours at T = 3.0Tc, where one sees a merger
of large oscillations and flip moves. The corresponding mo-
mentum trajectories at this temperature are all featureless, as
observed in the right panel.
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FIG. 13. Top panel: the distribution of local density P (n) show-
ing distinct bimodal features till ∼ 10Tc. This means there’s a large
region in temperature where polarons are present in the lattice, but
there’s no global ordering. Bottom panel: Snapshots from time evo-
lution at T = 3.0Tc. One sees dynamic patterns of short-range cor-
related polarons, hinting a non-trivial spatial structure.
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FIG. 14. False color maps of the power spectrum |X(q, ω)|2 in the high T regime. The spectral intensities are plotted with the momentum
trajectory (0, 0)→ (pi, 0)→ (pi, pi)→ (0, 0) along the x-axis.
2. Power spectrum
The power spectra (top panel in Fig.12) display a mildly
dispersive band with pronounced softening and broadening
near (pi, pi). The dip gradually reduces on heating up, signify-
ing loss of intersite correlations. There’s also a mild stiffening
of the branch as a whole with increasing T . On heating up
even further, one sees the branch lose dispersion at ∼ 10Tc.
The broadening also becomes γ limited eventually. This sig-
nifies that the effective Hamiltonian for the oscillators first re-
duces to a local one and then the anharmonicities vanish at
asymptotically high T .
The lineshapes at specific momenta corroborate the conclu-
sions drawn above. At lower T , the damping is highest at the
BZ corner. The mode values shift on heating up. There’s a
quantitative reduction in damping on heating for all momenta,
the most noticeable being (pi, pi).
The corresponding density distributions and snaphots are
highlighted in Fig.13. In the top panel, we do see promi-
nent bimodality for an extended range of temperatures (2Tc−
10Tc). This is indicative of the fact that polarons and their
short-range correlations (shown in the bottom panel) dictate
the physics in this regime.
D. Polaron dissociated phase: T >∼ TP
In the high T regime, the power spectrum gradually loses
dispersive features and is broadened compared to its low T
counterpart. Intuitively, these features can be explained using
an effective Hamiltonian with a nonlinear local term and a
nearest neighbour harmonic part for the xi field. The local
term may be derived by tracing out electrons from a single
site Holstein problem. The nearest neighbour coefficient is of
order J ∼ t2Ep . The dimensionless form of the full Langevin
equation reads-
d2Xi
dτ2
= −γ′ dXi
dτ
−Xi + 〈ni〉+
√
kBT
Ep
ηi (8)
where γ′ = γ/Mω0, τ = τ0t and Xi = (g/K)xi. The noise
correlator is given by-
〈ηi(τ)ηj(τ ′)〉 = γ′δijδ(τ − τ ′) (9)
At asymptotically high temperature, T  Ep, the density
becomes a local, linear function of Xi and the corresponding
power spectrum becomes identical to that of a single harmonic
oscillator with a renormalized frequency. This frequency ap-
proaches the bare value at asymptotically high temperature.
On lowering T , higher order corrections in βEp feature in the
< ni >. We have a linear (O(βEp)) correction to the bare
stiffness featuring first, and then a higher order (O(β3t2Ep))
intersite correction which gives rise to ‘dispersion’ at lower T .
In Fig.14, the power spectra in this regime are featured, which
ceases to show dispersive features and only exhibits gradual
band tightening, with reduction in damping as one heats up.
In Fig.15, we fit the effective stiffness, calculated from the
P (x) distributions against 1/T . One expects a linear variation
from an analytic high T expansion, which is borne out by the
actual data.
The density distribution and snapshots from dynamics in
this regime are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig.16.
respectively. The distributions converge to a gaussian at large
enough T , with a mean n = 0.5 and width proportional to√
T . The snapshots exhibit ‘melted’ polarons, which are rep-
resented as greyish regions.
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FIG. 15. Effective stiffness (Keff ) plotted against 1/T in the asymp-
totically high T regime. A linear fit (consistent with a high T expan-
sion) is in fairly good agreement with the data. Ultimately, for small
1/T , one gets back to the bare stiffness value K = 1.
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FIG. 16. P (n) and spatial character in the ‘polaron dissociated’
phase. The top panel depicts a broad distribution at the lowest tem-
perature shown (T/Tc = 20.0) gradually sharpening to a nearly
gaussian distribution with mean n = 0.5 at very high temperature
(T/Tc = 200.0). The spatial character shows ‘melted’ polarons,
which don’t have any interesting dynamics.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Computational checks
1. Dependence of results on γ choice
The stucture factors for different γ values have an over-
all similarity. The lower γ = 0.1 gives a slightly higher
Tc. The γ = 0.5 and γ = 1.0 curves lay on top of each
other, signifying the insensitivity of the system’s equal-time
properties on this parameter (shown in Fig.17(a)). However,
we comment that if one uses a much higher γ, the problem
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FIG. 17. (a) The structure factor (pi, pi) at T = 0.2Tc for three dif-
ferent γ values- (0.1, 0.5, 1.0). The γ = 0.1 result features a slightly
higher Tc compared to the other two. There’s a ‘saturation’ at higher
γ, whose results coincide with one another. (b) The (pi, pi) line-
shape in the low T harmonic regime. The broadening is observed
to increase proportionately with γ, as expected from the harmonic
oscillator result. (c) The (pi, pi) lineshapes at Tc plotted on a log-
arithmic scale. The γ variation is significantly suppressed in this
critical regime.
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FIG. 18. (a) The structure factor S(pi, pi) characterizing order-
disorder transition for three different sizes- (12× 12, 16× 16, 24×
24). The γ value is 1.0 for all of them. We see a mildly sharper
transition for the largest size. (b) Power spectra at (pi, pi) for differ-
ent sizes. The character is similar for all the profiles, with a growing
weight near zero frequency for larger sizes.
ceases to have a correspondence with the physical Holstein
model and becomes overdamped. To establish the dependence
of power spectra on γ, we look at two different temperature
regimes- i) the low T harmonic regime and ii) the critical
regime (T ∼ Tc). The observations are featured in Figs.17(a)
and 17(b) respectively. In the former, increasing γ by a decade
(0.1-1.0) has a proportionate impact on the broadening of the
(pi, pi) lineshape. This is expected from the analytic form of
the power spectrum, as discussed in subsection A of the re-
sults section. On the other hand, near Tc, the dependence
on γ is feeble. We have superposed the (pi, pi) lineshapes on
a logarithmic scale for three different γ values to show this.
The conclusion is that the critical behaviour is universal and
doesn’t depend crucially on microscopically generated dissi-
pation scales.
2. Size dependence
We have checked size dependence of the S(pi, pi), which
characterises the order-disorder transition and the (pi, pi) line-
shapes at criticality. The results are displayed in Figs.18(a)
and 18(b) respectively. The former shows a sharper transition
as we go to bigger sizes (16 × 16 to 24 × 24), as expected.
The low to intermediate temperature behaviour, governed by
linear phonon excitations, is very similar for all sizes. The lat-
ter quantity has a width that is basically resolution limited for
all sizes. The weight at ‘near-zero’ frequency increases nom-
inally with size. We expect an infinitely sharp peak at zero
frequency in the thermodynamic limit.
B. Simple models for the different regimes
1. Non critical behaviour
We attempted an explanation of the features found in
the power spectrum of wavevectors near the zone boundary
through a single variable toy model. It misses the collective
critical dynamics but gives a fairly good account of ‘beyond
harmonic’ physics at low to intermediate temperatures and
also the high T regime.
The model problem constructed is a two-site Holstein dy-
namics embedded in the background of the T = 0 mean-
field state, which is (pi, pi) ordered. The sum of coordinates
(x1+x2) is held fixed, to ensure particle density conservation,
while (x1−x2) is varied to first generate an effective potential
numerically. Then, the dynamics of the ‘collective coordinate’
is studied within this potential. Although, in the real problem,
there’s no density conservation locally, the present simplifica-
tion is a good enough approximation at least for T < Tc.
The look of this effective potential (shown in Fig.19) is that
of an asymmetric double well at low values of (x1−x2), with
a very shallow second well. The difference in well depths is
due to correlation energies arising from the background order.
Hence, the energy splitting ∆ between the two minima is com-
parable to Tc in the actual problem. At asymptotically large
values of (x1−x2), the potential is harmonic, whose stiffness
can be extracted numerically. Hence, the profile can’t be fitted
to any polynomial function over the full range.
The dynamics features three timescales- (i) the oscillation
time about the deeper well (τosc,1), where the initial condition
is chosen to lie, (ii) τflip, for excursions to the shallower well
and (iii) the oscillation time about the overall potential profile
(τosc,2). These become accessed gradually as one increases T .
The frequency scales corresponding to (i) and (iii) are 0.054
and 0.069 respectively.
We’ve analyzed the power spectrum of the difference coor-
dinate |(x1−x2)(ω)|2 for various values of the scaled temper-
ature T/∆, where ∆ is the energy splitting between two wells.
The frequencies are scaled with respect to Ω (the bare oscilla-
tion frequency) in the real problem and ωosc,2 in the model sit-
uation. Fig.20 (panels (a) and (b)) shows the result. Fig.20(a)
is for the model problem, whereas 20(b) is for the actual dy-
namics. The gross behaviour is simple- at low enough T/∆,
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FIG. 19. Effective potential for the ‘embedded two-site’ problem
plotted against the difference in displacements x = (x1 − x2) of the
two sites. The background order is a perfect checkerboard with dis-
tortions 0 and g/K respectively. The potential is obtained by keeping
x1 + x2 fixed, which ensures number conservation locally. The look
is that of an asymmetric double well with an extremely shallow sec-
ond minimum. The oscillation freqeuncy at the harmonic level about
the lower well is 0.054 and that about the overall profile (relevant at
very high temperature) is 0.069. The potential is indeed harmonic at
large range. The splitting between the two minima is ∆ = 0.38.
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FIG. 20. (a) Spectra of the model problem (|(x1 − x2)(ω)|2)
compared with (b) the actual power spectrum of the full problem
at (pi, pi). A visual similarity is apparent for both the low and high T
regimes. Frequencies are scaled with respect to ωosc,2 in the former
and Ω in the latter case. Temperatures are featured in units of ∆ for
the model problem and Tc for the full problem.
harmonic dynamics about the deeper well is observed, with
the characteristic frequency related to its stiffness. At slightly
higher temperatures, anharmonic effects result in well shift
and quantitatively larger damping. Then, the flips to the shal-
lower well start showing up, with τflip  τosc,1. This results
in an accumulation of spectral weight near zero frequency. For
T/∆ 1, the oscillations take place about the overall profile.
The peak shifts towards a frequency consistent with the corre-
sponding stiffness and damping again becomes γ limited.
2. Critical behaviour
We attempted to understand the critical behaviour in terms
of dynamics of an Ising model with nearest neighbour AF cou-
pling. Since this is a discrete variable model, the dynamics
was designed in terms of the ‘sign’ of the evolved degree of
freedom. The equation of motion (in discrete form) is-
H = J
∑
<ij>
SiSj (10)
Si,tn+1 = sgn(Si,tn −  ∗
∂H
∂Si
+
√
 ∗ ηi,tn)
The parameters for this problem were: J = 1 and  = 0.01.
The noise has the properties-
〈ξi(tn)〉 = 0
〈ξi(tn)ξj(tm)〉 = 2kBTδijδnm
This can be interpreted as an overdamped Langevin equa-
tion, from which the critical dynamics can be extracted along
with the thermodynamics. The power spectrum of this model
at (pi, pi) has a Lorentzian profile about zero, whose width col-
lapses as one tunes the temperature near Tc (∼ 2.2J) from
above. At higher T , one observes gradual broadening, related
to the reduction of correlation length. A direct comparison
of the lineshapes between this model and the real problem at
(pi, pi) is shown in Figs.21(a) and 21(b). The temperatures are
normalized by the respective Tc scales.
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FIG. 21. (a) Spectra of the Ising problem compared to the actual
power spectra (b) of the full problem at (pi, pi). A visual similarity is
apparent close to Tc, where other details are irrelevant. Frequencies
are scaled with respect to J in the former and t in the latter case.
Temperatures are featured in units of Tc for the respective problems.
The coarse-grained, continuum limit of the AF Ising system
with a conserved magnetization density, relevant to the present
Holstein model, falls under Model B amongst the dynamical
universality classes, introduced by Halperin and Hohenberg29.
This model in the Gaussian limit (T  Tc) can be solved an-
alytically to yield a Lorentzian power spectrum, whose width
collapses on approaching Tc from above.
Let S(q, ω) be the coarse grained spin field. The power
spectrum is obtained by multiplying two factors of this field
and averaging over the noise, which gives-
〈S(q, ω)S(q′, ω′)〉 = C(q, ω)(2pi)d+1δ(q + q′)δ(ω + ω′)
C(q, ω) =
2kBTDq
2
ω2 + (Dq2(r + q2))2
This profile is a Lorentzian and has width that is almost Dq2r
for T  Tc and almost Dq4 for T ∼ Tc. Hence, we have a
diminishing width (strictly zero for q → 0) as one approaches
Tc from above.
C. Experimental signature
Several recent experiments suggest an anomalous be-
haviour of phonon dispersion and damping across a thermal
transition in manganites17–19. The inelastic neutron scatter-
ing data reveals that phonons broaden and soften consider-
ably as one makes a transition from a ferromagnetically or-
dered, homogeneous ground state to a paramagnetic insulator
with short-range correlated small polarons. In the insulating
state, reduction of states near the Fermi level again causes a
decrease in both the softening and damping. While there are
additional magnetic degrees of freedom which are relevant in
these materials, we believe our framework can be generalized
to give a theoretical explanation of these data. Part of our on-
going work is to compute phonon properties using Langevin
equation on the doped Holstein model, to avoid charge order-
ing physics. If one couples the conduction electrons in this to
‘local moments’ with a double exchange coupling, the result-
ing system is a reasonable model for doped manganites. We
plan to study the phonon dynamics there.
D. Future problems
1. Going beyond thermal noise
The present paper is based on numerical calculations done
with a white, memory- less noise field. While this may be a
good enough approximation for ω/kBT  1, to estimate the
low T behaviour, one has to include memory effects encoded
within [Π]Kij (ω). This is easier said than done, but the lowest
order modification will be to introduce a ‘thermal correlation
time’ that goes to zero in the high T limit. This will also
make the damping term non-local in time with the same τth
timescale. The calculation of such a characteristic time has to
be done by calculating the polarizability in the adiabatic ap-
proximation. This extension of the present scheme will give
rise to an equation which is more complicated to solve numer-
ically. But, it should contain more quantum fluctuation effects
built into it which are important at low T << ω. The physics
of harmonic phonons will be better captured, as regards dis-
persion and momentum dependent damping. Moreover, we
hope barrier tunneling events which restore translation sym-
metry for doped systems will also be accessible.
2. Acoustic phonons, multiple atomic species
The present study contains a single optical phonon mode
coupled to conduction electrons. To model a more realis-
tic physical system, one has to include additional vibrational
modes like acoustic phonons. This requires a term with inter-
site couplings at the non-interacting level. One may readily
introduce such terms in the instantaeous Hamiltonian of the
present scheme. Moreover, multiple atomic species with dif-
ferent masses can be also brought in within the same basic
equation. This amounts to just changing the inertia term and
has a bearing on the phonon scattering rates.
3. Impact of disorder
Real materials like manganites always have intrinsic disor-
der effects arising from a substitutional origin. One may intro-
duce potential disorder in the present scheme directly through
the Hamiltonian. Moreover, one can also put in random mass
terms (taken from a binary distribution) to mimic a disordered
medium. The main effect should be on the phonon damp-
ing, which will increase substantially even at low temperature.
Disorder will also suppress quantum tunneling effects making
our strategy more justifiable at low enough temperatures.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the real time dynamics of the Holstein
model at half filling using a Langevin approach. This exploits
the smallness of the bare phonon energy with respect to the
electron hopping to simplify the ‘force’ acting on the phonon
degrees of freedom. Using exact diagonalisation of the elec-
tron problem and Newtonian evolution of the stochastic equa-
tion we establish the phonon dynamics from the low temper-
ature charge ordered phase, through the critical region, into
the high temperature polaron liquid phase. This reveals non
monotonic variation in both the mean energy ωq and damping
Γq of the phonon modes with respect to temperature. This
approach, building in large amplitude dynamical fluctuations,
can help address a wide variety of finite temperature phonon
problems including issues of thermal transport. Using an aux-
iliary field approach it can also approach the dynamics of
other correlated electron problems.
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